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LOGLINE
Two sisters fight for their own independence and discover 
just how  strong their relationship is.

SYNOPSIS
Malarkey tells the story of two sisters who are struggling to 
see  eye to eye. Mallory, is over protective and controlling of 
her sister  Mauve who has down syndrome. While fighting to 
prove her  independence Mauve decides to go to prom with 
boyfriend  without Mallory’s approval. However, Mallory is 
hiding a secret of  her own. She has finally received the 
acceptance letter from her  dream college but is unable to 
open it. What if she gets rejected?  Or worse, what if she got 
in and has to leave Mauve? These  sisters discover the true 
strength of their bond.



OUR STORY
Malarkey’s Director Lindsay Allen has grown up watching 
her older  brother, Richard, face discrimination and exclusion 
because of his  disability. In conjunction with her awareness 
of the hate people with  disabilities face, she found her own 
love and appreciation for film.
The lack of inclusion for people with disabilities in film is 
something  that Lindsay would like to change. The entire 
crew for Malarkey  shares the drive to give underrepresented 
groups a voice through  film. We have decided to use our 
own advocacy, personal  experiences, and combined skills to 
help make the film industry more  inclusive for people with 
intellectual and developmental disabilities.  We have hired 
an actress with Down syndrome to play the co-lead  and 
know that it will mean so much to members of the 
community to  see people like them on screen.

Malarkey is created by a primarily female crew with strong 
female  characters. While the main focus of this project is to 
create a space  for an individual living with Down syndrome 
to act in a relatable and  honest short narrative, we also want 
to create a space for women  filmmakers to break that norm 
and showcase how women can be  successful in this male 
dominated field.



Kayla Cleary as Mallory Key
Kayla Cleary is a Senior Theatre Major with an acting concentration 
at  Temple University. Kayla has been in productions such as 
Romeo and Juliet  and Pookie Goes Grenading. She has studied 
stage combat for two years  and is certified in four disciplines. 
Kayla is excited to be a part of Malarkey  because of the 
importance the story tells and because of how crucial  
representation in the arts is.

Alana Johnson as Mauve Key
Alana Hibbs is an actress from the Philadelphia area. She has 
previously  been in episodes of Law and Order as well as Sesame 
Street. She is  excited to work on Malarkey because she wants 
others to understand  more about what it is like to be living with 
down syndrome.

Heather Plank as Lydia Key
Heather is thrilled to be a part of Malarkey. She studied acting at 
the Lee  Strasberg Theatre Institute at NYU, and the American 
Academy of  Dramatic Arts. Some of her favorite roles include 
Rowena in Biloxi Blues  (Act II Playhouse), Jennie in Chapter Two 
(Pegasus Theatre Company), Jenny  in Home (Brotherly Love 
Theatre Company), Patsy in Side Man (Players  Club of 
Swarthmore), and Dr. Girard in Would You Still Love Me If... (Walnut  
Street Theatre's Studio 5).



DIRECTOR, Lindsay Allen
Director’s Statement: "All my life I grew up watching my 
older  brother, Richard, face discrimination and exclusion 
because of his  disability. In conjunction with my awareness 
of the discrimination  people with disabilities face, I found my 
own love and appreciation  for film. While navigating this 
passion for film and finally pursuing it in  college, I realized 
the lack of inclusion for people with disabilities in  the film 
industry. Malarkey is going to be a catalyst for my career as a  
filmmaker aiming to include people with disabilities in real 
and  authentic way. While I may not be an individual with a 
disability, I am  a sibling to one and have the personal 
connection to work with  people to make my films the most 
authentic and real that they  possible can be."

Bio: Lindsay Allen is an aspiring director and filmmaker from 
Temple  University. She has worked many sets to gain 
experience in all  aspects of production, but really enjoys 
producing and directing. As a  female filmmaker, she has 
made it her mission to open doors and  create opportunities 
for other marginalized communities in the film  industry. She 
is specifically interested in creating opportunities on  screen 
for individuals living with disabilities in relatable and positive  
portrayals.



PRODUCER, Jillian Hartman
Jillian is an emerging filmmaker from Philadelphia. She has been 
on a  number of professional sets including: AV events, live 
streaming, and  studio productions. Jillian’s work has been 
screened at Temple’s Women’s  Film Festival and she is very 
passionate about creating representation for  Females within the 
industry. Jillian is drawn to telling the stories of real  people, 
specifically from underrepresented groups.

PRODUCER, Jonathan Shalveston

Jonathan Shavelson is an emerging producer with over a decade 
of work in  the post-production world. It is his belief in the 
collaborative process,  fostered by mutual respect and creative 
effort, that has allowed his diverse  crews to create beautiful, 
unique, and thought-provoking content. As a  filmmaker 
specializing in visually driven narrative works, his award winning  
films have had the privilege to reach audiences worldwide.



CINEMATOGRAPHER, Ryan Kuna

Ryan is a Philadelphia based cinematographer and lighting 
technician. He  is set to graduate from Temple University in May 
of 2019 with a BA in Film  & Media Arts with a concentration in 
cinematography. Recent works  include the short films Abort 
Mission and The Winter Wind. Additionally,  Ryan is in the final 
stages of principal photography for his senior thesis  film, 
Luminary.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, Ange McCloskey

Bio Coming Soon



PRAISE FOR MALARKEY
Temple Student’s film promotes inclusivity in industry

Lillian Gerczyk, TEMPLE NEWS

Awards: Temple University Creative Arts and Research Grant  
Temple University Vice Provost for the Arts Grant

https://temple-news.com/temple-students-film-promotes-inclusivity-in-industry/


Our Fiscal Sponsorship: Culture Works is a management commons for arts, heritage, and creative 
communities - a  platform of space, human capital, and services to help artists not only survive but to flourish 
in the Philadelphia Region.

DONATE HERE

https://www.seedandspark.com/fund/malarkeythefilm


KEEP UP TO DATE  WITH THE MALARKEY

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

WEBSITE

http://instagram.com/Malarkeythefilm
http://www.facebook.com/malarkeythefilm
http://www.malarkeythefilm.com/
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